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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Team Wheels

Squeeze it or not, when the 
white ball starts romancing 
with your taste buds, there 

are bits and pieces of paradise 
left in your mouth. This explains 
why Bengalis have the Rasagolla 
at the top of their sweet  chart 
and no ceremonial treat is 
complete without its syrupy 
blessings. 

Though Nabin Chandra Das is 
fondly remembered as the 
founder of the Rasagolla, this 
unique taste actually belongs to 
our neighbouring state of Orissa. 
In nineteenth century Bengal, 
when the conventional taste of 
the sandesh was the king of 
sweets, Nabin Chandra brought 
about a sweet sensation in the 
form of the Rasagolla. 

The name is self explanatory: 
telling a lot about its juicy nature 
(rasa) and the round shape 
(golla). It is he who first observed 
that the dry taste of the sandesh 
was becoming too monotonous. 
Initially it was difficult to drown 
the tight, round mass in sugar 
syrup, while keeping its taste 
intact. But kudos to his 
unrelenting efforts the Rasagolla 
finally formed its shape and 
texture and added inexhaustible 
sweetness to our dishes.

But never think that its evolution 
was as smooth as it melts in our 
mouth, rather the orthodox 
society was initially quite 
apathetic to it. A sweet, prepared 
by boiling was not supposed to 
be served to God lmost every 
Bengali sweet connoisseur was 
fully won. 

for worship. Yet, gradually, within 
six to seven years after it first 
indulged our sweet tooth in 
1868, the heart of almost every 
Bengali sweet connoisseur was 
fully won. 

Down mishti lane, another name 
that comes to the forefront is that 
of Bhagwandas Bagla, a wealthy 
businessman. He inspired the 
Rasagolla revolution like none 
other. In fact, some say he and 
his son were the first to have 
tasted Nabin Chandra's glorious 
gollas. As the story goes, one 
day Bhagwandas stopped in front 
of  Chandra's Bagbazar shop, 
when his child felt thirsty. Along 
with a glass of water, the boy was 
offered a special Rasagolla and his 
thirst was delightfully quenched. 

Nabin Chandra's Bagbazar shop, 
when his child felt thirsty. Along 
with a glass of water, the boy was 
offered a special Rasagolla and his 
thirst was delightfully quenched. 
There was no stopping the sweet 
saga after that. 

The Das family went on 
experimenting and enriching its 
Rasagolla family by introducing 
variants like the Rasamalai, 
Kamala Bhog, Rajbhog and what 
not. With each passing day there 
were more choices to choose 
from. Today there are many more 
flavours and let's hope posterity 
will keep this sweet spirit alive.

Name  Location Phone no.

BALARAM Bhowanipore 24869490

CHITTARANJAN Shyambazar 25556025

GANGURAM Manicktala 23503359

K. C. DAS Esplanade 22485920

MITHAI Beckbagan  22873590

MOUCHAK Golpark 24405420 

TAKE�YOUR�PICK�

A SWEET SENSATION 
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Going down memory lane, 
in the year 1767, the 
official burial ground within 

the St. Jones Church premises 
was facing a severe space 
crunch. It was on the 25th of 
August, 1767, when a new burial 
ground (now known as South 
Park Street Cemetery) was built 
on Circular Road. Since then, the 
connecting road came to be 
known as the ‘Road to Burial 
Ground’. And when we see Park 
Street today in the light and 
shade of ebullience, it is hardly 
believable that it was once 
nothing more than just the 
‘Ghorustan Ka Rustah’. 

The name 'Park Street' owes its 
origin to the deer park of
Sir Elijah Impey, the first Chief 
Justice (appointed in 1773) of the 
New Supreme Court, then at 
Calcutta. It was this 'park' that 
made the discarded, uninhabited 
'rustah' succumb to todays 
peppy, dazzling and high on life 
Park Street. Very recently Park 
Street has again been 
rechristened as Mother Teresa 
Sarani. But for the millions who 
call Kolkata their home, it still 
remains the good old ‘Park 
Street’. 

Geographically, Park Street runs 

from Jawahar�Lal�Nehru�Road in 

the west to Park Circus in the 
east. This stretch that also runs 
through Mullick Bazaar has been 

one of the city's main attractions 
for decades.

The street itself exudes an aura 
of perennial celebration. The 
night life on Park Street is the 
most enjoyable part, owing to the 
dazzling presence of the city's 
cynosure discos, pubs and bars. 
Whether at the peak hours of 
noon or late at night, the jazzy 
street is always on the move. 

This is also the shoppers� 
paradise. Numerous shops dot 
both the sidewalks of Park Street 
conferring a busy look upon it. 
While the city 
droops to 
slumber, Park 
Street wakes 
up to the 
tune of life. 
Walking 
through the 
street one 
can feel the 
inexhaustible 
flow of elixir 
sweeping the 
entire area.

Park Street 
has several 
notable buildings such as The 
Geological Survey of India, the 
Asiatic Society, St. Xavier's 
College, Seventh-day Adventist 
Church and the South Park 
Street Cemetery which has 
cenotaphs and tombs of 
prominent figures n population.

from the British Raj era and 
Kolkata's Armenian population.

Park Street remains Kolkata's 
foremost dining district with noted 
restaurants and pubs such as 
Trincas, Flury's, Bar BQ, Oasis, �
Moulin Rouge, Silver Grill, 
Peping, Olypub and many others. 
Then there is the five-star Park 
Hotel, famous for its in-house 
restaurants and night club, 
Tantra. The hotel is also home to 
Someplace Else,  the Mecca of 
live music of Kolkata. This resto-
pub has witnessed performances 

by the finest 
musicians of 
the city.

Kolkata's 
nightlife 
revolves around 
Park Street's 
nightclubs, 
pubs and coffee 
houses. 
Landmark 
coffee shops of 
the likes of The 
Atrium (The 
Park), Café 

Coffee Day and 
Barista make Park 

Street a hub of school and 
college goers. Little wonder then, 
Park Street is also referred to as 
the ‘Food Street’. 

Any gloomy day can turn vibrant 
if you browse through a book 
from Park Street's pavement 
stalls and feel the wave of life. t 
life. Park Street remains the 
recreation zone for the people of 
Kolkata since the British era. A 
visit to Kolkata is deemed 
incomplete without a visit to 
pulsating Park Street.

Crisscrossed by history, this 
street continues to live up to the 
emerging trend of glitz and 
glamour. It explains why it is the 
arterial hub of our social and 
night life. Park Street remains the 
recreation zone for the people of 
Kolkata since the British era. A 
visit to Kolkata is deemed 
incomplete without a visit to 
pulsating Park Street.
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Past�six�in�the�evening�
and�Park�Street�drowns�in�

a�1,000�watt�smile�of�
revelry.�But,�it�has�not�
always�been�the�case.�A�
lot�of�'jhalmuri'�paper�

wraps�have�flown�in�the�
Maidan�since�‘Ghorustan 

Ka Rustah’or�‘Road to 

Burial Ground’�days.��
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